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About This Game

The much anticipated sequel to the #1 casual game of 2005, LUXOR 2 HD has been re-imagined and sets the new standard for
action-puzzlers with dazzling new HD graphics & effects.

Luxor 2 HD still offers the addictive and easy-to-learn, yet difficult to master game play which made the award-winning Luxor
franchise such a smash hit, while taking the game to a completely new level.

Luxor 2 HD takes you on a beautiful voyage through the land of ancient Egypt. Play 88, gorgeously rendered levels in brilliant,
widescreen HD graphics set amongst the pyramids and temples of ancient Egypt. Use your mystical winged scarab to shoot and
destroy the approaching magical spheres before they reach the pyramids at the end of their path. And to help you shoot down

those enemy spheres, Luxor 2 HD features more explosive power-ups than ever before.

Key Game Features

88 explosively challenging levels with 26 re-mastered HD Widescreen Backgrounds
Spectacular new Visual Effects throughout
Four invigorating levels of difficulty, including the expert level that unlocks the mind-blowing Challenge of Horus
Over 80 statistics and badges, plus bonus rounds at the end of each stage
Ranking system to let players work their way from Farm Hand to Pharaoh
Three stimulating modes of play, including the Survival and Practice modes
13 explosive and unique power-ups, including the Color Cloud, Net, Dagger and Lightning Storm, to help destroy the
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oncoming enemy spheres
13 intense and rewarding bonus rounds at the end of each stage in the game
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If your like me, and you enjoy hard, challenging, fun 8 bit games, then this is for you. Controls are responsive, the weapon
variety is limited, but fun to experiment with. I havent finished it yet, but its truly enjoyable to play. If you came for challenge,
challenge is what you'll get.

However, like mentioned, the game has quite a small weapon variety compared to the mechanics you could have to pair with the
amazing level design. At time, an weapon that would fire on a circular pattern would help, or a weapon that would leave a
delayed explosive so you could arrange for kills without putting yourself at risk. Sure, this would break the point of the game
being challenge, but this comment is mostly for making an example of how more weapons could compliment the level designs
perfectly.
Similar to weapons, the enemy variety is mostly prominent on bosses, to the point where the only threat you'll have during stages
are going to be stage hazards more than enemies. After a while you just get their attack patterns down and they become more an
obstacle than a challenging foe you have to beat to progress.

For as much as I like this game, and im willing to 100% it for fun, I'll have to say yes, but not a 10/10. The game is great, yes,
and I do recommend it, but it just has a lot of missed opportunities to make it outstanding.
This game truly has the potential to become a mindblowing adventure, but it just falls short by a small margin.

7/10, great game overall, lacking some mechanics and more enemy diversity, amazing nontheless.. This is a fun time killer.
some levels can be a challenge. Game end is very deceptive. try it out if its cheap.. Do not buy this game under any
circumstances.

First of all Ku: Shroud of Crap looks a bit tempting art-wise but don't let it fool you! This poor-mans-bastion is very clunky in
action and suffers from terrible controls. Your basic attack can only be used when enemies are seen and you walk towards them
- this you can "combo" into 4 hits to different enemies by targeting them, each attack getting slightly more powerful than the
last one. Sounds decent but NOOOOO. Computer says NO several times. Basically you just hit an enemy, use rolling to get
away from it's attacks and get rewarded by a weird BLIMB-sound when the enemy is struck. After several hits it just falls down
and you might get a health orb from it. It this point I was so excited by the fascinating gameplay that I vomited.

Animation is utterly, hideously deformed puppetry. Characters feel and look like paper models and even if it's artstyle decision
it's so very wrong.

Quests in this action rpg (buahahaha) consist of fetch quests through uninspired landscape fighting humanlike insects and
avoiding being blasted by electric toilets that roam the country.

Finally I got to fly this coppermade chicken, dodging stormclouds with epic flappy birds controls (seriously, it's just pushing a
button to get higher) and to my surprise got an achievement "Flappy Birds". You can't believe the joy and accomplisment that I
felt. Something childlike, blue-eyed died inside me there.. It is a pretty entertaining Visual Novel is the long and short of it.
Magi Trails hits on a few nice notes if you're a fan of magic and hogwarts-like settings. It has also some more specific flair if
you're into genderbending. If magic strikes your interest then this will probably be very enjoyable for a runthrough or two.

Overall it was fun distraction. It caught me off guard how when I was stumbling through the story on my first play through I
ended up with a completely different (but still happy) ending than the one I was intending. While some of the decision points
are merely minor variations or just longer versions of the same scene, there were other decisions that took you into different
locations/significantly different scenes. It was very much appreciated for repeated playthroughs!

My only complaint is how some endings go. I unknowingly made the right choices and had 5 different endings lined up for me
between a few decision points. Of course four of them were bad endings, but it felt strange to put time into multiple bad endings
that are literally right next to each other.
Maybe that is just personal preference when it came to having different bad endings lined up next to each other. When it also
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comes to getting with the various...and by various I mean like two love interests. Still I was satisfied with both endings!

The greatest heart ache with Visual Novels like these for me is that they always leave me wanting more. For ten dollars though if
you have an interest in magical settings and girls kissing it is worth it!. I love Scottish colors Blue & White are perfect on a
Truck :) If you like the Scotland take this one with or Without Steam Sales on ;)
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There isn't much the base game TBH, but it's super fun, really addiciting, and the low price more than makes up for the lack of
content.. Better than Fallen Order will ever be. So after playing this game I have come to the following.
1) It is a fun game to play FOR THE FIRST RUN THROUGH. There is no replay value what so ever other than
trying to obtain a better high score.
2) There is a lot to be desiered. I had no struggle what so ever with the game. I just kept getting the newst game
and it was fine. I even got board and bought all the custimizations you can.
3) There is no indepth system. Now on this i dont blame them cause after i played "Game dev tycoon"
I relized that they had the same flaw. You see to me making a simulation game needs to be indepth. A drag and
drop or a slide meter (in the case of game dev) does not really make it a simulation. Yah you can change how much the
games cost to play. However that leads me to 4
4) no matter what happens if you rasie the price it seems like your doomed. I had 5 Star popularity from like year to
and all i did was drop each game diff. to easy and made it a quarter thats it.

In counclusion. This game lacks what makes a sim game a sim game. Its more of a place your machine here and thats
really it. There is no indepth system for you @ all. I would of like to see some of the following
Marketing. Choosing your building (maybe certin areas have a preff. to certin genre). People accepting harder diff. games and
not making it so your game becomes unprofitable if you do that. These are just a few things.

Oh by the way the guy you hire to collect your money Hes lazy. Had to do alot my self.

However it is a fun game to play. Like i said the first run through thats about it. I still will recommend the game but at a 5$ tag.
A fairly simple and cute VN. Worth a try if you're interested, for fans of cute girls, visual novels and laid-back storylines. Is it
something earth-shattering, that will be remembered for generations? No, but it's well-done and fun and I enjoyed it.. This made
me pretty motion sick, and I have serious VR legs. Avoid at all cost. 192.168.1.175, im online now, i want to get as many people
as i can to join and have a great game with, use lan to join and use IP adress to connect. I've left the game on for many hours so
the time count is quite off. Nevertheless, this game is quite deep and enjoyable despite it's shortcomings - the biggest one
continuing to be the windows 98 interface. It's quite frustrating navigating through the GUI and you know when you have to
write down items with a pen and paper for a game that things are not quite right. Would love to see a saved game editor and
CANADA be added as a country for players origins but there is certainly no indications of either coming anytime soon. Wish i
could relocate a team to Toronto. A basic search by player name is not in the game either.

The game tracks all your teams history and has a decent almanic. A 2018 player file was recently added as an update and some
new strategies. The game also tracks all your teams history of past seasons and displays it decently.

Overall if you are a football fan, enjoy text sims, and can get past an awful UI than there is a deep fun and addicting game
awaiting you here.

EDIT: The FOF creater has partnered with Out of the Park Baseball Development. This is fantastic news. The new version of
the game will have an all new interface similar to OOTP's baseball game and less restriction in editing along with league
structure.
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